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SUMMARY
The performance of a class of remotely piloted, microwave-powered, high-
altitude airplane platforms was studied. Each cycle of the flight profile con-
sists of climb while the vehicle is tracked and powered by a microwave beam,
followed by glidingflightback to a minimumaltitude. Parametervariations
were used to definethe effectsof changesin the characteristicsof the air-
plane aerodynamics,the power-transmissionsystems,the propulsionsystem,and
winds.
Results show that wind effectslimit the reductionof wing loadingand
increaseof lift coefficient,two effectiveways to obtain longer range and
endurancefor each flight cycle. Calculatedclimb performanceshowedstrong
sensitivityto some power and propulsionparameters. A simplifiedmethod of
computingglidingendurancewas developed.
INTRODUCTION
Remotely pilotedvehiclesoperatingat high altitudehave been proposedto
performcommunicationor observationtasks for variousregionsof the Earth's
surface (refs.1 and 2). A remotepower supply,such as solar radiationor a
microwavebeam from a ground station,could give endurancelimitedonly by
systems reliability. Applicationsfor such high-altitudeaircraftplatforms
includemapping,resourcemonitoring,relayingcommunications,and conducting
other tasks currentlyperformedby satellitesor manned aircraft.
Long-enduranceaerial platformsoffer advantagesover alternatesystems.
Enduranceof a manned aircraftis limitedby fuel storageand human fatigue.
Furthermore,the payloadand equipmentmust includeprovisionsfor the pilot
and his environmentalcontrolsystem. These factorsadverselyaffect cost and
. complexity. A geosynchronoussatellitehas long endurance;however, it also
has high cost, poor resolutionfor observationtasks, and constraintsfor com-
municationstasks becauseof the extremerange. A satelliteoperatingin a low
. orbit passes only infrequentlyand brieflyover a given region. Comparedto a
platform in the upper atmosphere,a low-orbitsatelliterequiresobservation
systemsto have resolutionsat least six times as great for equivalentquality
of results.
Severaltypes of high-altitudeaircraftplatformshave been proposed.
Lighter-than-airconceptshave been considered(ref. 3). Some of the difficul-
ties of operatingthese vehiclesat altitudesof 18 km (60,000ft) and above
relate to the atmosphericenvironment. The airshipswould have to generate
lift at air densitiesless than one-tenththat of sea level (ref.4), and,
accordingto reference5, have the capabilityto fly againstwinds of up to
approximately50 m/s (100 kt). Airplaneconfigurationsusing solar power have
been discussedin references6, 7, and 8. The study of reference8 concludes
that improvedbatterytechnologyand extremelylow wing loadings (down to 15 Pa
(0.3 Ib/ftz))would be required. Even so, a solar-poweredconfigurationwould "
be constrainedto operateat low latitudesto obtainenough daylighthours and
at locationsand altitudeswith modest wind velocities.
Studies of the design and operationof microwave-poweredhigh-altitude
airplane platforms(HAAP)have been reportedin references3 and 9 to 11. The
HAAP configurationsof all these reportswere propeller-poweredairplanesoper-
ating in the low-windregion near 20 kilometers(66,000ft) altitude. Rectennae
in the wing lower surfacereceivemicrowaveenergy and convert it to direct-
current power for electricmotors. These studiesindicatedthat the designs
were feasiblebased on the assumptionof some extrapolationof existing
microwavetechnology(such as that describedin ref. 12).
This study providespredictionsof cruise performancefor the class of
HAAP configurationsthat use a "linear"mode of flight. (Theseare described
in the feasibilitystudy of reference10 and the design sensitivitystudy of
reference10.) In that mode, the flight profileconsistsof poweredclimb near
a microwaveground station,followedby glidingflight that either returnsthe
vehicleto the same microwaveground stationor carries it to anotherstation.
Launch and recoveryare not addressedin this study. Emphasis is placed on
vehicledesign and not power transmission.
Analyses of the resultsof this parametricstudy define trends that apply
to HAAP vehicleswithin a wide range of sizes and weights. Performanceis
characterizedas a functionof altitudeat the end of climb, excess energy
stored in batteries,range,and endurancefor each cycle of the flight profile.
Parametricstudiesare conductedfor variationsin the aerodynamiccharacter-
istics,power-transmissionsystem,propulsionsystem,flight profile,and
winds. A minimum altitudeof 18 kilometers(59,000ft.) was selectedfor all
cases as a probableconstraintdue to wind.
Operatingcharacteristicsof a microwave-poweredairplaneare sufficiently
unconventionalto requirethe developmentof a new computerprogramfor perfor-
mance prediction. The programused in this study is documentedin AppendixA.
P
SYMBOLS
Positivesenses of some angles,axes and forces are presentedin figure 1.
A wing aspect ratio
Ap propellerdisk area, m2
a constantdefined in equation (11)
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b wing span, m; also, constantdefinedin equation (11)
CD drag coefficient,D/qs
CD,o profile-dragcoefficient
CL lift coefficient,L/qs
Cp propelIer-powercoefficient, Pp/pn3Dp5
- D drag, N
Dp propeller diameter, m
Es stored energy, J
Et total energy received, J
e Oswald efficiency factor; also, base of natural logarithms
g acceleration of gravity, 9.80 m/sec2 at sea level
h altitude above sea level, km
hi altitude at initiation of glide, km
hs altitude at beam intercept point, km
J propeller advance ratio, V/nDp
ka acceleration correction factor (see eq. (4))
kr microwave-beam intensity factor (see eq. (12))
kw wind-profile scale factor
L lift, N
n propeller rotational speed, revolutions/second
P maxilnumpower available in beam, W
. Pp power absorbed by the propellers, W
Pr pewer available at rectenna, W
q dynamic pressure, 1/2 p V2, N/m2
R reference value of radial distance from microwave ground station, km
r actual radial distance from microwave ground station, km
S wing area, m2
3
T propellerthrust,N
Td degraded propellerthrust,N
t elapsedtime, s
V true airspeed,m/s
Ve equivalentairspeed,V _/_-Po,m/s
V ground speed, m/sg
Vtip propellertip speed,m/s
Vw local horizontalwind speed,m/s
W vehiclegross weight, N
x horizontalrange, km
xs horizontaldistancebetweenground stationand beam interceptpoint, km
z dummy variableof integration,km (see eq. (B3))
"{ flight path angle, deg
A incrementof parameter
n propellerefficiencyfactor
0 microwave-beam/evaluation angle, deg
I] angle betweenwind vector and requiredground-trackvector
p air density, kg/m3
Po sea-levelair density,1.255 kg/m3
angle betweenairplaneheadingand requiredground-trackvector
Subscripts
P
c end of climb
g end of glide
max maximum
t total for one climb and glide cycle
A dot over a symbol denotes differentiation with respect to time. A bar
over a symbol denotes an average value.
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CONCEPTDESCRIPTION
The remotely piloted, microwave-powered HAAPof this study is based on the
concept described in reference 9. Drawings of representative vehicles are
shown in figure 2. A baseline configuration and microwave system are described
in table I.
. The linearmode of flight,used in this study (and those of references9,
10, and 11) has a two-partcycle. The climb segmentbeginswhen a microwave
beam begins to track the vehicleand transmitpower to it. That power is used
to climb and to store energy in batteriesfor use by the payload,guidance,and
controlsystems. After power transmissionterminates,the vehiclebegins a
long glide that either carriesit to anotherground stationor back to the same
station.
The transmissionof microwaveenergy is modeledlargelywith the assump-
tions of reference9. The multi-elementretrodirectivearray or equivalent
antenna (ref. 11) transmitsa linearlypolarizedbeam that is focusedon the
rectenna built into the HAAP. The two-dimensionaltrackingcapabilityof the
transmitterconstrainsthe vehicleto fly in a predefinedverticalplane over
the 'groundstation. The sum of all range-relatedphenomenonis assumedto
attenuatebeam intensityas an inversefunctionof range.
The conceptualdesignof the vehiclefor this study is similarto a powered
versionof a high-performancesailplane. The payloadfractionof 0.3 contains
allocationsfor the observationor communicationspayload,batteries,and the
guidanceand controlsystems. The baselineconfigurationcalls for high aero-
dynamic efficiencyto be achievedwith high-aspect-ratiowings and extensive
amountsof naturallaminarflow. The wing-mountedrectennauses linear polari-
zation unless otherwisenoted. Rectenna-receivedpower below a minimum level
for motor starting,or above the power capacityof the motor, is stored in
batteries. Power in the range requiredfor propulsionis used by high-
efficiencyelectricmotors to drive variable-pitch,constant-speedpropellers.
During both flight segments,the vehicleremainstrimmedat one lift coeffi-
cient. Although the propellersstop and fold streamwisewhen not in use to
reduce drag, there is still a small incrementin drag during gliding_ight.
A more detailedstudy of HAAP should considercriteriafor stability,
control,aeroelasticity,reliability,and other factors. The design illus-
• trated in figure2(b) reflectssome concernfor reliabilityby minimizingthe
number of essentialsystems. Propulsionis providedby a single propeller.
Aerodynamiccontrolis achievedthroughcontrolsurfacesat the end of the tail
booms; differentialinputsof the horizontalsurfacesproducewing twist. This
" design was examined briefly in an unpublished study which indicated that the
two vehicles of figure 2 can have the same performance, control power, and
weight. The generalized approach of this study is not constrained by choice of
configuration.
ANALYSIS
The evaluation of vehicle performance for a microwave-powered airplane
requires mathematical modeling of vehicle motion, atmospheric effects (includ-
ing wind), power transmission, and propulsion-system characteristics. The
development of the equations used in the microwave-HAAP performance program of
Appendix A is given in the following sections.
Flight Mechanics
Equations for force balance along the body axes can be developed with the
conventions shown in figure l(a). The associated assumptions are that: thrust
and drag act along the same axis; airspeed is adjusted by changing flight-path
angle to obtain the required lift; configuration lift coefficient remains
constant; and excess thrust is used to climb. The resulting equations are:
L - W cos Y = 0 (1)
T - D - W sin ¥ -_ V : 0 (2)
g
These equationscan be modified to obtainthe forms used in the performance
program of AppendixA. First,thrust can be describedin terms of propeller
efficiencyas:
T = n Pp/V (3)
The term for the inertial acceleration force can be written as follows:
_ _ W dV dh _ W dV V sin y
g g dh dt g dh
For sufficientlysmall incremensof altitude,an accelerationcorrectionfactor
ka can be definedas:
V dV z V AV (4)ka = _IT _A-IT
Thus, equation (2) can be rewritten as
n Pp/V - D - (I + ka) W sin Y : 0 (5) .
An expressionfor true airspeed,obtainedfrom equation (1) may be writtenas:
V =,/_ 2 cos Y (6)
VS p CL
Except for the term cos Y, equivalentairspeedis simplythe equilibrium
airspeed for a given configurationat sea level:
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The equationsfor the vehicletrajectoryabove a flat earth are based on
the conventionsshown in parts (b) and (c) of figure 1:
V cosysinqb- Vw sin ]J= 0 (8)
. _ - V cosYcos_+ Vw cosu = 0 (9)
- V sinY = 0 (i0)
The use of these equationsassumesthat the airplaneheadingis automatically
adjustedto compensatefor the effectsof wind. During climb,the resulting
flight path must lie in the unique verticalplane swept out by the path of the
microwavebeam.
Several parameters are functions of altitude. Air density is modeled on
the geometric standard atmosphere of reference 4. The ratio of local density
to sea-level density is calculated as
= e-ah - bh2PlPo (11)
where the exponentialcoefficientshold constantover a typicalaltitudeincre-
ment of two kilometers. As in reference10, it is assumedthat L/D increases
with altitudefor the operatingrange of cruise altitudesbecauseof the
greaterextent of laminarflow. The value of L/D is decremented(as a function
of propellersize) for glide becauseof the drag of the folded propeller.
Power Transmission
The available power at the vehicle rectenna is assumed to be proportional
to both range and the angular orientation of the rectenna surface with respect
to the beam. Although the beam is considered to be focused, the effects of
focusing precision and other factors are represented by a reciprocal
relationship with range:
Pr _ (R/r)kr (12)
, where R is a referenceradial range from the ground station, r is the true
radial range,and kr has a nominalvalue of 1.0. The power availableis
assumedto be proportionalto the projectedarea of the rectennathat can be
observedfrom the microwaveground station (eq. 122, vol. 2 of ref. 13). This
" can be approximatedas
PrOS sin (e+Y) (13)
If both transmitter and rectenna use linear polarization, the power transfer
can be conservatively approximated as a function of the phase angle between the
two units (ref. 14 and eq. 25, vol. I of ref. 13):
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Pr _ c°s2@ (14)
If the rectennaor antennahave circularpolarization,then the transmission
efficiencydrops by a factor of one half but remainsunaffectedby relative
ground angle betweenthe antennaand rectennaaxes.
All of these power-transmissionrelationships(expressions12, 13, and 14)
can be combinedinto one equation. It is convenientto describepower
availablefor storageor propulsionin terms of power per unit weight as:
_Pr - P (_V_ kr (e+¥) C0S2¢ (15)
. - T £"Ar] sin
where P/S is the maximumtransmittedpower per unit wing area availableat the
referencerange R, W/S is wing loading,and both antennaand rectennahave
linear polarization. As used in AppendixA, the equation,in addition,assumes
an efficiencyfactor of 74 percentbetweenthe power reachingthe rectenna
surfaceand the power deliveredto either the propellershaft or the batteries.
Propulsion
Values of propulsiveefficiency(eq. (3)) are determinedfrom the tabulated
values of reference15 and are given as functionsof advanceratio J and
propeller-powercoefficient Cp. These latterquantitiescan be determinedas
functionsof both calculatedand input parametersof the programof AppendixA:
j : ___V_V (16)
Vtip
= -- (17)
Cp 8 Ap
PP PP(__) ST,=T
where PD/W is the power availableto the propulsionsystem. It can be shown
that net-thrustfor any numberof propellerscan be determinedwith this method
if: Ap is total propeller-diskarea; PD is total power absorbedby the pro-
pellers;and all propellershave the same-valueof both tip speed and power
loading (Pp/Ap).
The programof AppendixA imposesboth an upper and lower limit on the
power-to-weightratio of equation (18). As shown in the sketchbelow all
energy not used for propulsionis stored.
Power received Power for storage
Power for propulsion
(Pp/W)max
(Pp/W)min
Time
Power for storage
Winds
The model of the wind aloft is based on one set of wind data. This data is
the 99 percent profile of reference 5 in figure 3 which describes a wind pro-
file that is exceeded only one percent of the time at five sites in the United
States. Figure 3 shows that the profile shifts substantially when the proba-
bility of including all winds is decreased from 99 to 95 percent. The second
99 percent profile of figure 3 is based on data from a world-wide set of sites
(ref. 16) and indicates that the reference wind profile is reasonable but
generally conservative• In the computer program of Appendix A, the magnitude of
the wind at a given altitude is the product of the associated value from the
reference profile and an amplitude factor kw . In the program, the direction
of the wind vector at any altitude is assumed to remain constant at the same
azimuth throughout an entire climb-glide cycle.
DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS
The results of calculations of HAAPsystem performance are presented to
show the effect of variations in aerodynamic, power-system, and other para-
meters. Although not all of the combinations of values represent reasonable
- systems, the more extreme sets help to define trends. In most cases, the
results are compared with the performance of the baseline HAAPsystem described
in Table I. (This baseline system is similar to, but not indentical with, that
• of reference 9.)
The variety of potential uses for a HAAPsystem has led to the use of
several measures of performan_u to define results for most sections of this
study• Requirements for a nominal ground-track pattern and the availability of
sites for ground stations could produce emphasis on long endurance (total time
per flight cycle) and zero-wind range• The need for high resolution in
observationtasks and wide-areacoverage in communicationstasks may produce
some differencesin the specificationsfor maximumaltitudecapability. Wide
variationsmay also occur in the level of storedenergy requiredto operate
each payloadas well as guidanceand controlsystems. Therefore,the results
presentedfor each parametricvariationusuallyincluderange, endurance,final
climb altitude,and storedenergy.
Typical Flights
w.
One cycle of flight is presentedin figures4 and 5 for each of three HAAP
configurationswith differingwing loadings. The essentiallylinear flight
profile for glidingflight in figure4 is a direct functionof L/D. As shown
in figure5, the climb segment is affectedby numerousparameters. The low
wing-loadingcase of W/S = 50 Pa (1.0 Ibf/ft2) has a fairly simple calculated
history. During climb, the flight path is fairly linear,the rate of climb
nearly constant,and the propellerprovidesthrust all of the time. The
highestwing-loadingcase of W/S = 250 Pa (5.2 Ibf/ft2) has an "s-shaped"
climb profile(fig. 4) and climb history (fig. 5). Initially,the relatively
smallerwing for W/S = 250 Pa does not receiveenough power to start the
motors. The airplanecontinuesto store the receivedenergyand to lose alti-
tude as it glides nearerto the groundstation (fig.5(b)). When it is close
enough to receiveadequatepower,the airplaneuses all availablepower to
climb. Near the end of the nominalclimb period,the power receivedagain
drops below the minimum level. The airplanethen glides and stores the
receivedenergy again. This latter glide segmentillustratesthe reasonsthat
hc can be less than the maximumaltitudeachievedin climb.
Figure 5 indicatesthat there are strongrelationshipsbetweenperformance,
power available,and the flightpath (definedwith respectto the ground
station). Consequently,the flight profilecould be changedto maximizestored
energy or some other parameter. All subsequentsets of results,however,are
obtained for the simple,nominaltype of flight at constantlift coefficient.
EquivalentAirspeed
The design value of Ve is importantfor a HAAP vehicle. As shown in
equation (7) and figure6, Ve is a functionof both CL and W/S. Maximizing
L/D to improverange leads to the selectionof the highestvalue of CL that
allows some margin of safety againststall. Requirementsfor adequaterectenna
area and for long endurance(i.e.,slow descentrate) can producedesign empha- °
sis on low values of W/S. Figure6 shows that these design trends lead to low
values of Ve.
t
The effect of winds produceconstraintson the minimumacceptablelevel of
Ve. Figure 7 presents a wind profilethat is exceededonly one-percentof the
time at five sites (ref. 5). As indicatedin a subsequentdiscussionon wind
effects, this profilecan providea reasonabledesigncriteriafor HAAP vehi-
cles that must avoid being blown away from a given site. The data suggests
that Ve above 16.6 m/s (32.2 knots)is requiredif flightprofilesextend to
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as low as 18 kilometers in altitude. Application of this criteria to the data
of figure 6 limits CL as a function of W/S.
Airplane Aerodynamic Characteristics
The effect of W/S and L/D on HAAPperformance are evaluated in
figure 8. The parameter W/S also affects the power and propulsion system,
since the rectenna is assumed to cover all the wing area S. Thus, decreasing
W/S increases available power per unit weight. Large propulsion systems can
then operate the propeller continuously at full power during climb. As shown
in figure 5, this effect can result in a sustained high rate of climb.
Figure 8 shows that reductions in W/S produce substantial improvements in
attainable altitude and, below about W/S = i00 Pa, large increases in stored
energy. Variations in L/D have relatively less effect on altitude and energy
performance than variations in W/S. Range and endurance are both increased by
reduced W/S or by increased L/D. (In the case of the baseline HAAP, Reynolds
number effects change L/D as a function of altitude; however, the performance
in that case can be shown to vary less than @ne percent from the performance
for L/D = 45 and W/S = i00 Pa (2.11bf/ft_).)
The effect of L/D can also be considered in light of the independent
effects of CL and CD (fig. 9)- The value of CD is assumed to be
calculated as
CD = CD,o + CL2/_Ae
The set of CDo values used provides reasonable agreement between the maximum
values of calculated L/D and those obtained from references 17 and 18. The
effect of induced drag reduces the level of L/D that results from simply
increasing CL (fig. 9(a)). Both CL and CD,o appear to have significant
effects on range and endurance. All of the trends for changes aerodynamic are
in agreement with those determined in reference II.
Gliding Flight
A simplfied analysis of gliding-flight endurance can be accomplished with an
approximate solution to the expression of reference 8 for glide time between
specified altitudes• Appendix B presents the development of an expression for
a glide-time parameter tgVe (D/L) which is independent of configuration.
An approximation for air density as a function of altitude allows the
glide-endurance equation to assume integrable form. Figures 10 and ii provide
a means of comparing that the appropriate function with the values given in
• reference 4. Figure II shows that the two density models are in good agreement
between 18 and 23 kilometers (59,000 and 75,000 ft), which the is altitude
range of interest.
The glide-time parameter can be used to determine the relative endurance
achieved by gliding between different sets of initial and final altitudes.
Figure 12 presents the glide-time parameter as a function of initial altitude
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and altitudedecrements. The computed resultsshow that a given decrementof
altitudeyields a larger glide time at lower altitudes. This occurs because
the vehicletravelsmore slowlythroughthe denser atmosphereat lower
altitudes.
Resultsof gliding-endurancecalculationsare comparedin figures13 and 14
for the computerprogramof AppendixA and the closed-formsolutionof
Appendix B. The computerprogramhas the advantageof accountingfor accelera-
tion effectsand of using a more detailedmodel of densityvariationwith alti-
tude. The figuresshow that agreementbetweenthe methods is best at low
values of W/S, L/D, and hc • If the accelerationcorrectionfactor is
removedfrom the computerprogram,the computeryields glide times which are
virtuallyidenticalto those given by the closed-formmethod of Appendix B.
Power TransmissionSystem
Climb performanceis stronglyaffectedby numerousinterrelatedparameters
that characterizethe power transmissionsystem. As shown in equation (15)
these includeP/S, R, and kr. Parametricvariationsare consideredhere even
though furtherdevelopmentof microwavetechnologymay lead to revisionsof
equation (15). The reviewof the presentresultsis simplifiedby presenting
only climb performancesince glidingflight has alreadybeen treated.
The characterof beam-rangeeffects is controlledby the exponent kr in
equation (15). As shown in figure 15, focusedpower is independentof range at
kr = 1. For any value of kr > O, the equationrequiresthat receivedpower
increasesindefinitelyas r/R approachesO. In the presentstudy, the values
of r/R range from about 0.4 to 1.0, and the effect of kr does not reach
physicallyimplausibleproportionsfor kr = 1. In an real systemthe trans-
mitter would have a finite value of beam intensityat zero range;beyond a
given range some value of kr would model the beam attentuation. Thus,
increasesin only kr imply a disproportionatelylarge increasein actual
transmitterpower. Due to the large value of R, r/R _ 1 during climb;since
the effect of kr is amplificationat those regions,power intensityis always
equal to or greaterthan the referencevalue P/S.
Climb performanceis presentedas a functionof kr in figure 16 and
several climb historiesare presentedin figure 17. Increasing kr appearsto
allow the value of final climb altitudeto increaseasymptoticallyto a maximum
and storedenergy to increaseexponentially. Since r/R_ 1, increasing kr
simply increasesavailablepower at the vehicle. The calculatedresultsappear
to be oppositeto the effectsthat would be anticipatedfrom an increasing
decay of beam intensitywith distance;however,the short ranges and the
implied large increasein transmittedpower overcomethe effectsof decay rate.
Climb performanceis also sensitiveto referencerange R and the power
densityat that range P/S. Increasing P/S leads to large increasesin
stored energy (fig. 18) and allowsthe vehicleto climb higher. However, as in
the case of (Pp/W)max = 4 W/N in figure 18, motor size can limit altitude,no
matter how much power is receive_. Similartrends are shown for increasing R
in figure 19. Increasesin R or P/S are also associatedwith large
increasesin transmittedpower.
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The initialrange and altitudefor beam interceptalso affects climb
performance. Figure 20 shows that beam interceptionsat longer range permit
higher altitudesto be attained. However,the trajectoriesof these higher
flying vehiclescan reducethe amount of storedenergy per flight cycle due to
the attenuationof receivedpower with range. This attenuationand the
decrease of densitywith altitudecombineto determinevehicleceiling. As
shown in figure21, both the rate of climb and the energy storagefor the base-
line configurationcan be estimatedto be negligibleat an altitudeof about
29 km (95,000ft.).
PropulsionSystem
The effectsof variationsin overallpropulsion-systemefficiencyare shown
in figure22. The computerprogramof AppendixA determines n as a function
of J and Cp from a conventionalpropeller-performancetable (ref. 15).
This tabulate_data does not reflectany effectsof high-altitude,low Reynolds
number phenomenaon propelleraerodynamics. This omission,and other simplifi-
cations,may lead to optimisticpredictionsof propellerperformance. The
result of operatingwith degradedthrust Td is a nearly lineardecrease in
attainablealtitude (fig.23). This indicates that even a small degradation
in propulsion-systemefficiencytranslatesinto noticeableperformance
decreases.
The effect of relativemotor size is shown in figure23. The parameter
(Pp/W)max reflectsnot only the maximum power that the propulsionsystem can
absorb, it also indicatesthe ratio of motor size to total vehicleweight. The
largest value of (P /W)max consideredhere is twice that of the baselinecon-P
figuration. The computedresultsshow that increasingthe relativesize of the
motor generallyleads to decreasesin storedenergy and to increasesin attain-
able altitudeuntil a maximum performancelevel is achieved. Beyond that point,
increasing (Pp/W)max is detrimentalto performance. This variationindicates
that the optimizationof propulsionparametersis a functionof wing loading
(and rectennasize).
A reviewof the calculatedflight historiesleadingto the resultsof
figure 23 revealsthat the variationin performanceis relatedto both trajec-
tory characteristicsand limits on the minimumpower required. The vehicle
with the largermotor may have to glide closer to the ground stationbefore
receivingenough power to overcomestartingloads and other constraints. The
more powerfulvehicleclimbs fasterand generallyflys a highertrajectoryas
it passes over the ground station. The more powerfulvehiclethen reachesthe
minimum (Pp/W)conditionand begins its glide phase sooner. Detaileddesign of
a HAAP will apparentlybe sensitiveto constraintson minimumand maximum
motor power.
" The effect of two propellerparameterson climb performanceis shown in
figure 23 and 24. The baselinevalue of tip speed (172m/s) appearsto be a
good selection(fig.24), althoughperformanceappearsto be fairly insensitive
to small variationsin that p_rameteruntil the tip speed encounterescompress-
ibilityeffects. The area ratio S/AD is a somewhatartificialparameterthat
is a convenientelementin equation (18). That measureof relativepropeller
size is also set at a good value in the baselineconfiguration(S/Ap= 2.65).
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Winds Aloft
Althoughwinds aloft can greatlyinfluencethe successof any given
mission, wind effectson HAAP design are difficultto quantify. The statisti-
cal nature of basic wind data (refs.5, 16_ and 19) must be properlyevaluated
to avoid developingexcessivelystringentdesigncriteria. Wind profilesthat
are exceededonly one percentof the time probablyprovideadequatedesign
guidelines. The winds that exceed those limitstend to be associated_th
large storms occurringat lower altitudes. These more detectible,lower-
altitudephenomonmay provideenoughwarningto make appropriatechanges in the
flight program,such as maintainingas much altitudeas possible. In addition,
the relationshipsof wind directionat differentaltitudesare not considered
in most sourcesof data. Nonuniformityof wind directionat differentaltitu-
des may make HAAP operationseasier than predictedfor uniformwind direction.
Operationallimits imposedby winds tend to affectHAAP operationsat lower
altitudes. Figure 7 shows that for Ve _ 10 m/s (19 kt), the selectionof a
design value of Ve for lower altitudeswill ensure an adequatemargin of true
airspeed V at higher altitudes. Thus, operationsneed not be restrictedto
the nominallow-windregionof about 20 kilometers(66,000ft).
HAAP operationswith actual real-timewind profileswill be more complex
than for the flighttrajectoriesconsideredin this study. Profilesfor mean
wind valuesfrom reference19 show consistenttrends with altitudeof different
seasonsin figure26(a); however,the associateddata of figure 26(b) show
there is a considerablevariationpossiblebetweenthe mean and instantaneous
values. Below 18 kilometersaltitude,the mean winds blow predominatelyfrom
west to east, althoughthe instantaneousvalue appearsto vary considerably
(fig. 26(b)). Data from references16 and 19 clearlyindicatethat winds at
18 kilometersand above are typicallymuch strongerin winter. Despitethe
evidenceof complexity,this study models winds on the basis of the profile
shown in figure7 and on the assumptionof uniformwind direction. The wind-
profilescale factor kw affectsonly the magnitudeof the nominalprofile
(ref. 5); kw does not directlyreflectthe probabilitylevel of encountering
that profile.
Studieswere conductedof the effect of wind-profilemagnitudeand wind
directionrelativeto requiredgroundtrack. The first cases to be considered
are those for the baselineHAAP configurationwith a headwindor tailwindover
the nominalground track (fig. 27). Increasesin wind-profilemagnitudefor a
headwind (_ = 0u) reduce groundspeedand increasethe amount of time spent in
passingover the ground station. The additionalenergy availablethroughthe
extendedclimb period producessubstantialincreasesin attainablealtitude;
however,the headwindsaffect the glide for a longerperiod of time and can
substantiallyreduce total rangR. The reverserelationshipsappeartrue for
tailwinds. The data for _ = 0v terminatesat kw = 0.97 becauseheadwinds
at 18 kilometers,the initialaltitude,can become no strongerwithout blowing
the vehiclesaway from the ground station.
As shown in figure 1(c), adjustmentsto vehicleheadingcan cause the vector
summationof wind and airspeedvelocitiesto producethe desiredgroundtrack
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for the HAAP(for sufficiently low wind speeds). However, if the vehicle rec-
tenna is not exactly aligned with the transmitting antenna, the use of linear
polarization will result in a reduction in power-transmission efficiency
(eq. (14)). The effect of parametric variations in wind conditions is shown in
figure 28. As in figure 27, the absence of calculated results for a given con-
dition indicates that the baseline HAAPconfiguration could not fly in those
winds. Typical performance near to limiting conditions is shown in figure 28(a)
for _ = 45u and kw = 0.74. As winds approach limiting conditions, the vehicle
spends a large part of its climb time in slowly making headway at the lowest
- altitudes(near 18 kilometers);power storageincreasessignificantly,but final
altitudedecreases. Figure28 shows that as amplitudeof the wind profile
increases,only tailwindspermit flight. In all cases, the unsuccessfulattempts
at flightwere terminatedby winds at 18 kilometersblowingthe vehicleaway
from the ground station.
Flight with more severewind profileswould be possiblefor all wind direc-
tions if the baselineconfigurationor flightplan were modified. Previously
discussedresultsshow that increasingthe design value of equivalentairspeed
could allow the vehicleto operatein the presenceof strongerwinds. Another
solutionwould be to increasethe value of minimumaltitude. As shown in
figure 7, the nominalwind profilefor this study is more severeat the lower
altitudes. Figure26 shows that such data is representative. An alterante
solutionwould be to acceptthe cost and complexityof circular polarization,at
least for the transmitter. The relativebenefitsof the last two methodsare
suggestedin figure29. If storedenergy is not a limitingfactor,the restric-
tion of the flight profileto higher altitudesappearsto offer a simple,viable
solution.
Although turbulenceand wind shear affectthe developmenton HAAP design
criteria,these effectsare not consideredherein. Some limiteddata on these
phenomenaat high altitudeare availabein references20 and 21.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A parametric study of performance has been conducted for remotely-piloted,
microwave-powered, high-altitude airplane platforms. The nominal flight plan
consists of climb and glide cycles: while receiving power, the vehicle climbs
and stores excess energy; it then glides back down to a minimum altitude above a
microwave ground station.
Calculated results identifed several basic trends. Low values of wing
loading and high values of lift coefficient were shown to result in long range,
long endurance, and low equivalent airspeed. Wind effects constrain the lower
. limits of both equivalent airspeed and operating altitude. Calculations also
showed that power-transmission and propulsion-system characteristics could
strongly affect climb performance. An approximate, closed-form solution was
developedto predictglidingeqdurance.
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APPENDIXA
COMPUTERPROGRAMFORHAAPPERFORMANCE
A computer program has been developed to calculate the performance of a
HAAPvehicle. This appendix contains a listing of the program, a sample input
file and the corresponding sample set of output listing. The results presented
in the output listing can be interpreted with the description of variable names
given in Tables II and III.
The program calculations and logic are based on the HAAPoperating proce-
dures as described in the main report. The program calculates the flight tra-
jectory and system performance at specified intervals of time. These intervals
are I0 seconds for climb and 20 seconds for glide unless the end of climb or
glide is approached; at that point, the intervals are adjusted to be one-tenth
their previous value. The only configuration change allowed during a given
flight is the folding or unfolding of the propellers.
The program yields results for parametric studies. The first set of output
information describes initial conditions in terms of the characteristics of the
airplane aerodynamics, propeller and power-system variables, wind and trajectory
parameters. The listings presented in columns provide histories of performance
and flight mechanics. For each run, the input parameter being varied is listed
in the first column on the left. Each set of parametric variations may be con-
ducted for performance at a single point (with respect to the ground station),
during climb or glide only, or throughout an entire climb and glide cycle.
The sample case included in this appendix illustrates the effect of wind
magnitude. Performance is calculated for the baseline configuration HAAPwith
winds at right angles to the nominal ground (u = 90o). The required inputs are:
NI : 3, N2 = I0, _4U : 90., Sl : 0., SF : 1.0, and SS = 0.2. Results indicate
that a full strength wind profile does not allow the vehicle to initiate climb
at 18 kilometers.
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PROGRAM YAAP (!NPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE~·INPUT,TAPE6·0UTPUTl
c
DINENSION A(S), BDN(7), 8D(17) ,Z(8,20)
C A- ALPHANUMERIC LABEL, BDN- NAMES OF ELEMENTS OF BASELINE DATA ARRAY
C BO- BASEINE DATA ARRAY, Z- FINAL OUTPUT AKRAY
C
CJMMON IPAAHI WOS,CL, BLOD,HLOU, T,),SOAP, POS,RR, POWL,WK, AMU,
1 XS,HS, POWR,TDOT,HI,RKR, AK,ETA, GAMMA,PO,., POWP,POWS, PSID,
2 ?,RLOD, ROC,THETA, VE,VG, VT,PCP, PJ,N4,N:i,X,H
EQUIVALENCE (BO(l),WOS)
C
NAMELIST/DDI WO~,CL,3LOJ,HLOD,TS,SOAP,POS,RR,POWL,WK,AMU,XS,HS,
1 SI,SF,SS,N1,N2,N3,N4,TDOT,POWR,HI,RKR
BASf.LINE nATA ARRAY l.W/S 2.CL 3.L/0-B 4.L/D-H 5.TS 6.S/A-P
WOS,CL,elJD,HLOD,TS,SOAP,POS,RR,POWL,WK,AMU,XS,HS,
S I , SF, SS , N1 , N2, N3, N4, TO CT, POW R, HI, RKR I
144.,0.9,36.6,.418,172.,2.653,1.1,50.,8.62,0.0,0.0,
40.,18.0,0.,0.,0.,2,2,50,1,1.0,0.25,25.,1.1
15
20
25
c
c
c
c
DATA
1
2
3
DATA
1
2
3
BDNI7H
8H
6H
6H
WI S, 6H
S/A-P, 7Y
~u, 5H
HI, 6H
eL, 8H L10-8, 8H LI D-H,6H TS,
PIS, 6H RR, 8H P/W-L, 6H WK,
)($, 5H HS, 9H PIYI M-M, 7H TOOT,
PKRI
7.P/S 8.RR 9.P/W-L lO.WK 11.MU 12.XS
PARAMETER VARIATION CODE SI- INITIAL VALUE
SF- FINAL VALUE
ss- STEP INCREMENT (POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE)
30
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
13 • HS 14.PO',",R 15.TDOT 16.HI 17.RKR
35
40
C
C
C
C
C
CONTROL CJOE N1-(SINGLE PUINT, ClIM~, TOTAL FLIGHT, GLIDE ONLY~
N2-(ElEMENT IN ARRAY BO TO BE VARIED)
h3-(NUMB~~ OF CALCULATION POINTS PER LISTED LINE)
N4-(RECTENNA POlARIZATION- LINEAR OR CIRCULAR)
N5-(CDD~=1 WHEN VG< 0)
100 FJRMAT (lHl,5X,7AlOII 5X, 14HAIRCRAFT A£PC., 7X,9HPROPELLER, 11X,
1 5HPOAE~, 14X,5HWI~OS, 9X,11H~TA~T POINT, 4X,12HVARIABLE SET,
(DO
L 9X,4HC"IDF// 5X,4HWIS:'_F6.1, 5H N/M2_, 6X, 3HTS:,.,F6.1J, 4H M/S_?XJ,
3 4HPIS-,F5.2, 6H KWIM2, 4X, 3HWK..,F5.2, 6X, 3HXS",F6.2., 311 KM, 4XJ.
45 4 6HFIRST:,_H.3, 5X, 3HNZ:,I31 IIkX, 3HN2:_I31 6X23HCL:,FS.2p 9X_
5 6HSIA-P=:,F6.3, L2X,3HRR:,F5.,i, 3H KM, 7X, 3HMU-,F5.1, 4H DEG, 2X,
6 3HHS'=,F6.Z, 3H KM, 4X, OHFI IAL=.,FS.3, 5X, 3Hlq3",131 114X, 3HN4,,,
7 13/bX,4HLID=,F5.1_ 2°X... _HMAX P/W=j. F5.2., 6H KWIKN., 18X.. 3HHI'.#
8 F6.2., 3H KM, 4Y, 5HST_P::, F8.3, 6X_, // 2X, 7HL/D(H)=,
bO 9 Fb.3.,ZTX,BHMIN P/W:,, F4.2, !OH X MAX P/W Ii1)
101 F]RMAT (5&lO)
111 F'-)R"AT (2X,alO_,4X_IHX,SX.,1HH_,5X_,3HR/CJ, 3X.,5HPIW-#J, ZX_5HPIW-S_ZX#
! _HG_M_, 2Y, 5HTHETA_4X_IHR,6X_2HVG, 4X,2HVT_SX,3HVEC_SX_
2 IHT,bX,ZHAK,4X, 3HETA, 3X, 2HCP, 4X, IHJ .,5X, 3HPSI/I
55 3 16X,2HK.M, 5X,ZH<M,4X,3HM/3, 4X.,3HW/N:,4X, 3HW/N,4X,
4 3HDEG, 4X,3HDEG, _,X,2HKM.,4X,3HM/S, 4X_3HM/S_, 4XJ, 3HM/S_,
5 4X,3HSEC,29X., 3HDEG ll )
113 F3R_AT (2X,Fg.5,1X,,bF7.Z,F7.I,F7.2,3F7.1_F8.0,2Fb.3,2F6.3,F6.1)
114 FURMAT (SXI)
O0 115 FUR"AT (2×,Fg.5,1X, 3F't.2, F21.2, 14X, 3F7.1, F8.0_ F8.4)
200 rOPYAT (//2X,#-.10, 4X,2HXC, 5X,2HHCp 4X_2HTC, 4X,,SHE/W-S, 3XJ,
1 5HEIW-T, 4X,_:.-{XT, 7X,?HTTII 16X, 2HKM, 5X,?HKM, 4X,2HHR_
2 4X_4HKJ/N_ 4X,4HKJ/N, 5Xm2HKM_ 7X,2HHR/}
20I FgRHAT (IIOX, 3HTG.._ F5.3, 3H HR //)
O_ 202 F]I_HAT (3X,F8.3,1X, 2FT.2,F6.3,2FS.3,2FS.2)
C
C
G3 TO 3
2 X: 0.0
70 H., HS
IF _HI._Q.I.OR.NI.EQ.4) GO TO 3
WRITE (6#200) _ON(N2)
D:O 300 I:I,M
WRITE (6,_02) Z(I,I),Z(2,I),Z(3,1),Z(4,I),Z(5,I),Z(e,I),Z(7,I),
75 1 Z(8,1)
300 C"]N T I NU E
3 READ (5,1n!)
I_ (EOF(5)) 109,4
4 READ (5,DD)
U_ W_ITF (6,iOO) ._,W_.S,TS,POS,_,K,X_,SI, HI, N2, CL,SOAP, RR, AMU,HS,SF,
2 _!3,N4, _LJD, FOWL;HI,SS, HLrlD, POWR
I'_: "
C
C _.12-_AP.A_"!.ETER F.]R VARIATID_,., CHL]SE_'._FRO_". ARRAY BO
85 7 WRITE (b, lll) BDN(N2)
C INITIALIZE PAPAMETER --- NEW STARTING POINT IS NEW X OR Y
N5: 0
BD (N2)=' SI
GO TO 17
90 C
13 Z (2iN)= X
Z (3,N)'= H
Z 14,N)= TT
Z (5, N)= EOWS
9b Z (6,N),: EOWT
TF (N1.EQ.3) GO TO 40
C
C INCREMENT PARAMETER
14 C:..gNTINUE
lOC N5= 0
!F- (NI.FQ.3) Z(7,N): X
IF (NI.EQ.3} ZIB_N),, TG
IF (NI.EQ.4) WRITE(6,9_01)TG
C
105 C
ib BD(N2): 3D(I'12} +SS
DELTA:. SF -BD(N2)
1F (SS.GT.O..AND.DELTA.GE.O.) GO TO 17
IF [SS.LT.O..AND.DELTA.LE.O.) GO TO 17
ii0 GO TO 2
17 N: N+I
Z(I,N)" BD(N2)
GO TD (20, 30_ 30, 39) ,NI
c
115 C CALCUL&TE VALUES AT ONE POINT
20 T: O.
X: C.
H" HS
EOWS: O.
120 E,]WT= O.
GAMMA: O,
CALL RCLIMB
WRITE (6,I13} BD(N2), X,H, ROC,POWP, POWS_GAMNA_ THETA#R_ VGpVT_
1 VE,T, AK, ETA, PCP,PJ, PSID
125 W,_ITE (6,I14)
GO TO 14
LJD
oC
C CALCULATF TOTAL CLIMB PHASF
30 NKt 0
130 _DWI= 0.0
_OWSI= 0 .
GAMMA- O,
THETA: 0.0
T=, G.
135 EO_'S- O.
EOWT= O.
RR95= RRm .95
TT- O.
X: 0.0
140 H- q_
TDEL- i0.
WRITE (6,114)
C
C N3- PRINTOUT INCREMENT FOR COMPLETE CLIMB
145 31 IF (NK.EQ.N3) NK: 0
GAMMA- GAMNA/57.2957
32 CALL RCLIMF_
IF (N5.GE.1) GO TO 14
IF (P,.GT.P, Rg5,AND. THETA.LT.bO.) TDEL: 1.
150 IF (T.EQ.O.) GO TO 35
NK" NK+I
C
C X AND H GIVEN IN KM
33 X= Y +VG*TDEL/IO00.
15_ H- H +P,OC*TDEL/IO00.
C
C SPECIFIC-ENERGY INCREFiE_'TS FROM AVERAGED POWER FOR TIME INCREMENT
C STORED SPECIFIC FNERGY (EIW-S) AND TOTAL UTILIZEO SPECIFIC.
C ENFRGY (E/W-T) ARF GIVEN iN KJ/N
160 EOWS- EO_F +(POWS+POWS1)*TDEL/2000,
PDWSI= P]WS
EOWT= gO_VT +(PDW +POWI)*TDEL/_O00,
POWI- PG_'
IF (R.GT.RR.AND.THETA.LT.90) GO TD 35
105 IF (X.LT.O.) GG TO 35
IF (NK.EQ,'q4) GO TO 35
T:: T+TDE L
GO TO 31
175
C
C
180 C
I.
39
185
40
170
1 ~O
19:i
200
C WRITE DATA FOR 1NE INCREMU:T uF CLIr1B OR FINAL CLIMB POINT
35 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,113) BD(NZ), X,H, ROC,POWP, POIoiS,GAMMA, THETA,R, VG,VT,
1 VbT, AK,ETA, PCP,PJ, PSID
TT= T/3600.
T=- T+TDEL
IF (X.LT.O.) GO TO 13
IF (!<.GT.RR.AND.THETA.LT.90) GC TO 13
GO TO 31
CALCULATE GLIDE PHA5E
Til 20.
Tf) EL= 20.
x= o.
H- HI
NG = 0
HSI01- 1.01* HS
T- T -TDEL
POF= 2.653/S0laP
C PDF IS PROP DRAG FACTOR-DROPORTIONAL TO RATIO OF DISK AREA TO WING AREA
TDEL .. 20.
GAMMA .. 0.0
41 GAMMA. GAMMA/57.2957
c
C BEGIN CALCULATION FOR NEW GAMMA AT NEw ALTITUDE
42 PLOD- BLOD +HLOO*H
JF (~l G. EQ. N3) NG = 0
C DECREMENT LID DUE TO D~AG OF FOLDED PROPELLER
IF (N1.LT.4) RLOD= RLOD -1.5*PDF
KK II 0
c
N
......
2:)j
21J
c ITEPATE FOR GAMMA
43 KK= KK +1
IF (KK.EQ. 10) GO TO 50
VE.. 1. 2 777 5*SQRT (W 0 S*CJ S ( GAI1 MA) I CL)
C\LL ALTF (AMU, VE, WK, H, PSI, VT, VG, N5)
vy= -VT*C as (Gh MMA) IRL ')D
CALL ACCEL(VY,H,VG,AMJ,VE,WK,GAMMA,AK)
ROC= VV/(l. +AK)
C~LCULATE RESULTING CLIMa ANGLE
r_
r_
GAMMA C- AS IN(RDCIVT)
DELG= ABS(GAMMAC-GAMMA)
IF {DELG.LT..OOO2) GO T3 5C
A JUST CLIMB ANGLE AND REPEAT
215 GAMMA- GAMMAC
G,.qTO 43
50 NG = NG + 1
C
C x AND H G_VEN IN KM
220 54 X_ X +VG_TDEL/IO00.
H= H +ROC*TDFL/IO00.
T- T + TDEL
IF (H.LT.HSIOI) TDEL- 2.
IF (NG.EQ,N3) GO TD 55
225 IP (H.GT.HS} GO TO 42
55 GAMHA,, GAMMA'_57.2c;57
WRITE DATA FOR ONE INCREMENT OF GLIDE OR FINAL POINT
WRITE {6,115) BD(N2),'(,H, ROC, GAMMA, VG, VT, VE, T, AK
IF (H.GT.HS) GO TO 41
230 TG= T/3_O0.
Z(7,N)" X
Z(8,N)" TG
GO TO 14
C
235 log STOP
END
110
C
C
c
C
e
C
C
c
SUB':<OUTINE Df:NS ITY (CH, SIGMA)
CUPVE FIT TO 62 ATMOS. FOK CALCULATION CF DENSITY RATIO
I~PUT: ALTITUOE IN KM; JUTPuT: OIMENSIDNESS DENSITY RATIO (SIGMA)
DIMENSION DCICI5),OC2C1)
SIGMA- E **CCCl*H +CC2*H**2) WHERE H IS IN KM
ICH= 1+ IFIXCCH/2.)
cel= DClCICH)
eC2= DC2C!CH)
IF (CH.LE.l1 .. 0R.CH.GE.12.) GO TO 20
eCl- .0675418
CC?= .387085
15
20
25
C
e
C
c·
OAT A
1
2
OAT A
1
2
CDCICI),I-l,15)/.095d554,.0948554,.0955529,.0950089,.0942258,
.0942258,.0770834,.0879373,.096223b,.1027082,
• 1 J 4 5 6 55, • .L 10 7 3 29, • 11 60 10 1, • 1204 5 81, • 12 43 22 01
COC2CJ),J c 1,15)/.117337,.117337,.124898,.133965,.143754,
.143754,.307572,.230044,.178253,.142229,
.132942,.104908,.082920,.065812,.0520131
DC 1
DCI
DCI
De2
DC2
DC2
N
W
C
20 SIGMA= EXPC-CCI*CH -CC2*~H*CH/100.)
RETL'RN
EN D
4:=
I C
C
SUBROUTI iq.TALl F( AMU,VE, W K, H,PSI, VT,VG,N 5)
C CALCULATE TRUE AIRSPEED, ,,INDSPEED, AND GROUNDSPEED- SI UNITS
5 C I_PUTS: WIND AZIMUTH, EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED, WIND SCALE FACTOR, AND
C ALTITUDE; _]UTPUT: GROUND-TF_AC_, OFFSET ANGLE, TRUE AIRSPEED, AND
C GROU:_D SPEED. (ALL SPEEOS lJ_ rl/5; ALL ANGLES IN DEGREES.)
C FOR ,VK= i._, RESULTT_qG wIND PROFILE IS FOR gg_ INCLUSIVE
C PROFILE F3P 5 LAUNCH SITES FROM NASA TM 78118.
i0 C
300 FrlRHAT (4X, 24HWIND SPEED TOO LARGE AT ,FA.I, 4H KM.}
C
CALL DENSITY (H, SIGMA)
VT= VE*( SIGMA}**(-.5}
15 IF (H.GE.14.) G3 TO 50
V_" WK_Sd.
GO TO 62
50 _TF (H,GF.I5.) GO TO 51
VW: wK* (SP. -I8.*(H-14.))
20 Gq TO 62
51 IF (H.GE.20.) GO TD 52
VW= WK* (10. -5.B*(H-15.))
GO TO _2
)2 IF (H.GE.23.) GO TD 53
25 VW= WK_41.
GO TO ,52
D3 VW= WK_ (41. +4.77TS_'(H-2_3.))
62 SPSI: VW#SIND(AHU)/VT
IF (SP31.GE.I.) GD TD 64
30 PSI: ASIN(SPSI)
VG= VT:_C3S(PSI) -VW*COSD(AMU)
GJ TO 65
o4 WRITF (6,300) H
NS= I
35 o5 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
± c
c
__dBPOUTINE PRDPCAL (PCP, PJjETA)
DTMENSIDN PT(15,41)
b C INPUT: PROPELLER POWEP COEFFICIENT AND ADVANCE RATIO
OUTPUT: PROPFLLER EFFICIEr_CY FACTOR%.,
C DATA Si]URCE: HAM. STD. CHARTS FOR CL-I- 0.3, AF'- 80., AND THREE BLADES
C J
C EACH DAIA STATEMENT GIVES VALUES OF ETA AS CP, RANGES FROM .0 TD .35
%,
DATA (PT(I, !),I:i,15)1.0,.74,.b6,.57,.48,.42,.37,.33,.28,.24,.22_ .40
1.19, .17, •l_,•14/ .40
DAT_ (°T(I, 2),T..I,15)1.0,.78,.71,.61,.54,.47,.41,.36,.32,.28,.24, .45
i•22, .19,.I75, •16/ •45
19 DATA (_T(I, 3),I=i_15)/.0,.80_.76,.66,.58,.52,.45_.41,.35_.31".27" .50
1.24,.22,.19,.18/ .50
DATA (PT(I, 4),I.i,15)/.0,.83,.80,.71,.62_.56,.49,.45,.3g,.35_.30' .55
1.27, .24,.22,.I0/ .55
DATA (PT(I, 5),T:l_lS)/.O_.84,.82_.75_.b7p.BO,.54t.ABs.43,.38_.33_ .60
2.0 1.2q,* .26,.__4,.22/ .60
DATA (?T(I, 6),I.I,15)/.0,.85,.84,.78,.70_.63,.57_.52,.46_.41,.37_ .65
1.32,.28,.25,.24/ .65
DaTA (PT(I, 7),I.I,15)/.0,.87,.88,.80,.73,.b7,.61,.55,.50,.44,.40, .70
i .35_ .3 I, •28, . 25/ .70
25 DATA {PT(I, 8)_,I..l, 15)/.O_.88,.87,.82,.76,.70,.64_.bg_.53J'.47,.43_ .75
1.38,.34,.30,.29/ .75
DATA (PT(I, 9),I=I,15)/.0,.88, .8B,.B4,.TB,.73,.b7, .62, .57, .52_.46, .BO
1.40,.37,.34,.2g/ .80
DATA (PT{ I,i0),i:.i_15)/.0,.88,.B9, .B6,.81,.75,.70, .65, .60p .55, .49, .85
30 I .44 ,.39, .36, •33/ .85
DATA (pT (I, Ii), I-i, 1 5) / .0, .B8, .90, .87, •82,.78, .72, .68_. 6B, •5B, .52_ .gO
1.47, .42,.3g,.34/ .90
D_,Ta (_T(I,12)JI:IIIS)/.O_.87,.gO,.B8_.EA,.80,.75_.70_.65_.61, o56J .9_
!.5,._5, .41, .38/ .95
35 DATA (PT(I_13),I':I,15)/.0,.87,.914,.89, .B5,.81,.77,.72,.68,.63_.6, 1.00
1.54,.4,3,.45,.40/ 1.00
DATa (_T(I,14),i.:I_I5)/.O,.Bo, .gI3,.9,.87,.83,.TB,.74,.7,.B6,.6Z , 1.05
1.56,.51,.47,.44/ 1.05
DATA (pT (T,!5), I-l, 15) /.O, .85,.915, •901, .88_.84, .B,.76,.72, .6BP 1.10
40 1 .64,.50, .55, .50, .475/ i.i0
DATA (PT( I,Ib),I.:l,15)/.O,.84,.916,.gl,.Sq,.85,.B2_.78,.74' .7,.67, 1.15
1 .62,.575, •54, .Ag/ i.15
r,o
on
o%
DATA (PT{I,17|, I'I,15)1.0,.84,.917,.912,.895,.86,.83,.79,.75,.73, 1.20
i .6g,.65,.60,.55,.53! 1.20
45 DATA (PT(!,IS), I=1,15)I.0,.83,.918,.915, .9,.87,.84,.81,.77, .74•.7, 1.25
].67,.63, .582.551 1.2b
DATA (PT(I,IO),I"I,15)/.O,._2,.gI7,.916,.902,.B8, .SD,.SZt.79,.75, 1.30
1 .73,.69,.66, .01, .5B! 1.30
DATA (PT(I,20),_=I,151!.O,.B,.9i6,.92,.91,.89,.86,.B3,.8,.77,.74 , 1.35
50 i .71,.675, •64, .601 i.35
DATA (PT(!,21),I"l_ 15)/.0_._,.915,.92,.912,.895,.87,.84,.81,.78, 1.40
1 .75,.72,.70, .67, .531 1.40
DATA (PT11,22),!'I,15)1.0,.8,.915, .g2,.91t,,.g,.BS, .85,.82,.8,.77 , 1.45
I .74,.71, •6B,.65/ I.45
55 DATA (PT(i, 23),I:Ij 15)/.Oj .8, .9!5, .92, •916, .905, •885, •86,. 83•. 81j 1.50
1 .7_,.75,.73,. 70,.67/ 1.50
DATA (PT(I,24), I=i,15)/.0,.8,.912,.92,.918,.91,.89,.87,.84,.82•.8, 1.55
1.77,.74, .72,.69/ 1.55
DATA (PT(I,25),T'I_I5)/.Oj.B,.91, .92, .92, .911,.90,.881.89, .83p.8 • 1.60
60 1.78, .755,.72_.70! 1.60
DATA (PT( 1,261,I=I,15)1.0,.8,.91,.92,.(92, .91t*,.g,.8859 .86, .84,.81, 1.65
1.79.. 77,.74, .721 1.05
DATA (PT(I,Z7),I=I,15)I.O,.79,.gO5,.gZ,.92,.915,.905,.89_.B7,.845• 1.70
] .82,.80, .78, .755, .7351 1.70
65 DATa (PT(I, 28),I=l,15 )I.3, •78,.902,.92, .92,.917, •909,. B95, .875• 1.75
I .85,.83,.81,.79_.77,.75! 1.75
DATA {PT(I,_9),I'I,15)/.0_.77, .g, .92,.92,.917,.91,.90,.88,.86•.84, 1.80
1.82, •80,•78, .76/ I.80
DATA (PT(1,30), I'l, 15)/.O,.77, .'_,•917,. 92, .92,.913,.903,. 89•. 87, 1.85
70 i .85,.B3,.BI, .79, .771 1.85
DATA (PT(I,31),!"I,Ib)/.O,.70,.89,.915,.92,.92,.915,.907,.893,.88, 1.90
1 .86,._4,.82,.80_ .78! 1.90
DATA (DT(1,32),1=I,15)/.0_.75,.98, .914, .92,.92,.91B, .909,.895,.B8, 1.95
1 .86,.85,.83,.81,.79! l.gb
75 DATA (PT(I,33), I'l,15)/.0, .74, •57, •911, •92, .92, .91 7,.912, .9, .89, 2.00
I .87, ._55, .835,.82,.501 2.00
DATA (PT(I, 34), 1=I,15)/.0,.72,.86,.91, .92, .92,.919•.914, .003, .89, 2.05
1 .BT,.B6, •8_5, •825, .811 2.05
DATA (PT(1,35),1:I,15)1.0,.7,.85,.905, .919,.92,.92,.915,.908,.9, 2.10
_O 1 .8_,.365,.85, .93,.821 2.10
DATA (PT(i,3o),I=I,15)I.O,.7,.BS,.9,.917,.92,.92, .917,.91,.9,.89 , 2.15
i .87,•86, .84,._251 2.1D
DATA (PT(T,_7),I-I,15)/.O,.7,.85,.g,.gI5,.92,.92,.918,.912,.902, 2.20
! .89,. 88,.865, ._5,.831 2.20
85
90
95
100
105
c
c
DATA (P T ( I , 38 ), 1= 1, 1 5) / • 0, .7 , • tiS, • 89, • 91 3, .92, .92 ,.919 , • 913, .907,
1 .895,.835,.87,.855,.84/
DATA (OT(1,39),1-1,15)/.0,.7, .84, .88,.911,.92,.92, .918,.915,.908,
1 .9 , .99,.875, .86, .8451
DATA (P T ( 1,4a ), I =1, 15) I .0, • 7, • 83, .88, .91, .91 8, .92., .918, • 9.1. 5, • 91,
1 .902, .89, .58, .865, .851
DATA (PT (I, 41),1=1,15) 1.0, .7,.82,.87, .907, .916, .918,.918, .916,
1 .912, .905,.895,.885,.87,.861
INTERPOLATION OF ETA FROM HAM.-STD TABLES FOR AF=80,B~3,CLI •• 3
RCP", 40.*PCP +1.
lCP'" IFIX(PCP)
DC P= D,C P -FLOAT( rep)
RJ" 20.*PJ -7.
IJ- IFIX(RJ)
DIJ= RJ -FLO~T(IJ)
P~INTS A £ B AT GIVEN :? VALUE; POINT A AT LOWER J VALUE THAN POINT B
PTA: (l.-DCP)*PT(ICP,IJ) +PT(IC?+l,IJ)*DCP
PTB- (1.-0CP)*PT(ICP,IJ+l) +?T(ICP+l,IJ+l)*OCP
ETA: PTA +(PTB-~TA)*OIJ
RETURN
END
2.25
2.25
2.30
2.30
2.3.5
2.35
2.40
2.40
(3O
i C
C
SUBROUTINE ACCEL (VY,H,VG,AMU, VE,WK,GAMMA, AK, N5)
C INPUT: VERTICAL VELOCITY 1N M/S, ALTITUDE IN KM, GROUND SPEED
5 C IN MIS, WIND AZIMUTH 11 UEG, EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED IN MIS, WIND SCALE
C FACTDR., AND FLIGHT PATH ANC-LE IN DE£,} DUTPUT: ACCELERATION CORRECTION
C FAC TOR
IF (VY.LT,O) GO TO 84
YI= H+, I
i0 Y_P: H-.I
GO TP 85
b4 YI= H-.I
YP:. H+. 1
8b VAV.. SQRT (VY:_VY +VGX_VG)
15 CALL ALTF {AMU,VF, WK,YI,PSII,VTi, VGI,N5)
IF (N5.EQ.1) GD TO B7
CALL ALTF (AMU, VE,WK, Y2,PSI2,VT2,VG2,N5)
IF (N5.EQ.I} GO TD 87
Vl.. SQRT (VGl_,X2 +{VTI'_SINIGAMMA}}w:'_2)
20 V2= SQRT (VG2:_:_2 +(VT2'wSIN(GAMMA))._*2)
DELV: V1-V2
AK- DELV#VAV/lg_O.
d7 CDNTINUE
RFTU_N
25 END
1SJ3ROUTINE RCLI~~
CJMMON IPAAHI 'tlJS,CL, i3LOD,HLOD, TS,SOAP, POS,RR, POWL",IK, AMU,
1 XS,HS, POwR,TDLlT, -il,PKR, AK,ETA,' GAf'lM,4,POw, POWp,POWS, PSIO,
2 R,PLOO, ROC,THETA, VE,VG, VT,PCP, i'J,N4,N5,X,H
DATA Cl/ 9.93971
C C1 EQUALS (PI**4 )/(R.(S.L. DENSITY»
15
60
'-
20
C
C
.
\.
25
70
30
,.
"
35
C
40
75
N
~
10 c BASIC PARAMETERS
XR= X -XS
R- SOKT (XR*XR +H*H)
THETA= ATAN2(H,X~)
RL 0 0., B L 00 + HL OD *H
KODF= 1
Kt<= 0.0
VEe ).27775*SQRT(WOS*cnS(GAMMA)/CL)
N~TE: VE IS CORRECTED FOR FLIGHT PATH ANGLE, GAMMA
CALL ALTF (AMU,VE,WK,H,PSI,VT,VG,N5)
F (N5.EQ.U GO TO 90
CALL DENSITY(H,SIGMA)
CALCULATION OF POWER - KECEIVED,AVAILABLE AND STORED
740 FACTOR IS 1000 W/~w X .74 EFFICIENCY FACTOR
ANGLE- 3.1415926 -THETA +GAMMA
POw=«PR/R)**RKR)* 740.*(~DS/WOS)*~IN(ANGLE)
I l= ( N4 • EQ • 1) P OW" POw* (: 0 S ( PSI ) )**2
KKc KK+l
IF (KK.GT.lO) GO TO 90
POWEr.L= DOW/POWl
IF (POWERL.GT.POWR) GO TO 75
KEEO PROP FOlDtD AND STJRE ALL INCOMING ENERGY
ETA" 0.0
POWP= 0.0
0J= 0.'.)
PCP= 0.0
DECRtMENT LID TO ACCOUNT FUR DRAG OF FOLDED PROPELLERS
RLOD= ~LOD -1.5
K10 E= -1
P 1:1\~ ~ - PO~
GJ TO 83
OPO\<.f= POW -POWL
(.0
o
IF (DPOW) 76_,7b j,77
C ALL POWF_ TO PRL]P
k5 75 POWP: _DW
POW _: 0,"- LI
GO TO 78
C POWEI_ TO PPOP AND REMAI'IDEF_ TO STORAGE
77 POWP., _OWL
50 POWS= DPOW
78 IF (KODE) 79j, Tg,82
79 RLOD= RLOD +1.5
C
C CALCULATION OF NONDIMENSIONAL CHAPACTERITICS OF PROPELLER
55 U2 PJ- S.14!59'_VT/TS
POAP: POWP*WgS* SOAP
PCP= C !* PO,%PI (SiGMA*TS*_'3 )
CALL PRODCAL (PCP,PJ_ETA)
C
DO C CALCULATION OF PATE OF SLIMB - THRUST AND DRAG COMPONENTS
C TOUT IS RATIO [IF ACTUAL, DEGRADED THRUST TO THRUST FROM TABLE LOOK-UP
ETA: ETA_Tr)OT
H3 VYT: ETA*POWP
VYD: VT*COS(GAM,'IA)IRLO9
65 VY: VYT-VYD
CALL ACCFL(VY,H, VG_AMU_VE_WK,GAMMA_AK)
IF (N5.GE.5) GO TO 0,9
ROC: VY/(I.+AK)
C
70 3 CALCULATE RESIJLTING CLIMB ANGLE
GAMMAC: ASIN(ROC/VT)
DELG: _BS(GAMMAC-GAMM/_}
IF (DELG.LT..O0[) GO TO 90
C
75 C AJtJST CLIM_ ANGLE AND REPEAT
GAMMA- GAMMAC
GO T D 60
C
C CALCLILATIOF! FOP GAMMA (FLIGHT PATH ANGLE) HAS CONVERGED
.50 90 THETA: THETA*57.2957
GAMMA- GAMMA*57.29 57
PslO: PSI.57.2958
RETI.IRN
END
4 • L •
:': AM PLE CAS E: 'JAR I ATION OF WIN[1-PROFILE 11 AGN ITUD E
t. HCi<A fT AEi<O. PR OPELL E '< POWER WINDS START POI NT VARIABLE SET CODE
II/S z 144.0 NI H2 TS- 172.0 "lIS PIS" IdO KW/M2 WK- 0.00 XS- 40.00 KM FIRST- 0.000 N1- 3
NZ- 10
CL" .90 SI A- P" 2.653 RR- 50.0 KM ~,U" 90.0 [) EG tiS" 18.00 KM FINAL" 1.000 N3- 50
N4 - I
L/O: 3606 MAX P/W" o.62 KW/KN HI- 25.00 KM STEP" .200
L!(Jlrl)" • 41 B MIN PI W" • 2 5 X MAX P HI
WK X H RIC i'/W-P Phl-S GAM~:A THETA R VG VT VEe T AK ETA CP J PS I
KM KM MIS WIN WIN DE G DEG KM MIS HI S MIS SEC DEG
0.00000 0.00 18.00 .78 2.73 0.00 .85 155.8 43.86 ~1.3 51 .3 16.2 O. .021 .7l6 .021 .937 0.0
0.00000 .51 18.01 .78 2.73 0.00 .85 155.8 43.86 51.3 51.3 16.2 10. .021 .716 .021 .937 0.0
a.ooooo 27.52 19.69 6.18 P.62 1.95 6.01 123.4 23.75 59.0 59.0 16.1 510. .029 • BB9 .OB6 1.078 0.0
0.00000 60.98 22.79 4.16 6.58 0.00 3.19 48.3 30.44 74.6 74.6 16.1 1010. .045 .907 .105 1.363 0.0
0.00000 8:;'.61 23.41 .67 2.66 0.00 .~4 28.3 49.43 78.7 78.7 16.2 1312. .051 .902 .047 1.438 0.0
0.00000 84032 23.41 .60 2.60 J.OO .48 27.9 50 .05 78.8 78.8 16.2 1321. .051 .897 .046 1.439 0.0
0.00000 157.90 21.68 -1.62 -1.35 68.0 68.9 16.2 2321. -.0394
0.00000 222.49 20.16 -1.44 -1.36 60.9 60.9 16.2 3321. -.0301
0.00000 280.u7 18.79 -i.3n -1.3b 54.6 54.6 16.2 4321. -.0239
0.00000 309.2& 18.09 -1.24 -1.37 51.7 51.7 16.2 4871. - .0211
0.00000 313. 19 18.00 -1.23 -1.37 51.3 51.3 16.2 4947. -.0212
.2uGO] 0.00 18.00 .59 2.nO 0.00 .65 155.8 43. tl6 ~0.2 5103 16.2 O. .022 .681 .020 .937 11.8
.20000 • ,0 18.01 .59 2.60 0.00 .65 155.8 43.66 50.2 51.3 16.2 10. .022 .68l .020 .937 11.8
.21.11,)('\.1 26.93 19.78 6.19 R.62 1. 51 6.08 124.7 23.98 57.'1 58.; 16.1 510. .029 .890 .085 1.068 8.4
.20000 59.tl5 22.70 4.37 6.83 0.00 3.37 49.8 29.64 73 .0 7401 16.1 1010. .045 .904 .107 1.353 6.4
.20000 tJ 3.64 23.38 .63 2.63 0.00 • ~ 1 28.2 49.44 78.1 78.5 16.2 1330. .050 .89tl .046 1.435 6.3
.20000 34.34 23.38 .57 2.57 0.00 .45 27.8 50.06 7801 78.6 16.2 1339. .050 .893 .045 1.435 6.3
.2UOOO 157.30 21.66 -1.6? -1.34 t e. 2 68.7 16.2 2339. -.0393
.2(;00:) 221.2, 20.14 -1.44 -1.36 60.2 60.8 16.2 3339. -.0300
VI .20000 276. 04 16.77 -1.30 -1.37 53.7 54.5 16.2 4339. -.0250
I-'
.20000 30:>.7b 1B.09 -1.24 -1. 37 50.0 51.7 16.2 4871. -.0224
.20000 30'1.6'1 18.CO -1.23 -1.37 5 0.2 51 .3 16.2 4949. -.0225
\.N
N
.40000 0.00 15.00 • 11 2.21 0.00 .12 155.0 43.86 46.0 51.3 16.2 O. .026 .579 .017 .937 24.2
.4000J .47 16.00 .11 2.21 :J. ,Ie .12 155.i< 43.66 46.8 51.3 16.2 10. .026 .579 .017 .937 24.2
- . - .. . - - . - -
.400ClO 24. '16 19.37 !l.23 '3.62 .01 :..31 128." 24.81 53.7 56.6 16.1 510. .031 .691 .079 1.034 18.5
.401.100 56.01 22.36 5.13 7.75 0.00 4.07 55.;; 27.06 70.2 72.1 16.1 1010. .042 .692 .115 1.317 13.1
.4COOO 93.02 23.26 .60 2.59 0.00 .45 20. '; 40.84 76.0 77 .8 16.2 1384. .046 .891 .045 1.422 12.5
.40000 84.39 23.27 .47 2.47 0.00 .3Ci 27.7 50.05 76.0 77.9 16.2 1402. .046 .862 .043 1.423 12.5
.4COOO 155.32 21.56 -1.61 -1.34 b6.1 68.1 16.2 2402. -.0366
.40000 217.19 20.05 -1.43 -1.35 560l 60.4 16.2 3402. -.0300
.40000 271.40 le.69 -1030 -1.36 50.6 54.2 16.2 4402. -.0261
.';0000 293.42 16010 -1.24 -1.3d 47.3 51.7 16.2 4862. -.0261
.40000 297.87 18.0C -1.24 -1.38 46.8 51.3 16.2 4946. -.0262
• cuOOO 0.00 18.00 -1.29 0.00 1.55 -.i,.39 .55.0 43.e6 40.4 51.3 16.2 O. -.032 0.000 0.000 0.000 38.0
.bOOOO .40 17.99 -1.24 0.00 1.55 -1.39 1;5.8 43.86 40.4 51.3 16.2 10. -.032 0.000 0.000 0.000 38.0
.bOO00 ZO.OO Id .11 2.81 4.60 0.00 3.11 13 6.; 27.27 41.0 51.b 16.2 510. .032 .683 .035 .942 37.4
.60000 44.80 20.84 6.0b 8.62 2.23 5. 52 7a.5 21.20 58.7 63.7 16.1 1010. .034 .891 .100 1.163 22.7
.bOOOO 77.76 22.69 1.00 2.96 0.00 .77 31.5 43.45 70.1 7403 16.2 1510. .045 .900 .047 1.357 19.3
.60000 84.66 22.75 .30 2.27 0.00 .26 27.0 50.06 70.0 74.7 16.2 1617. .045 .852 .036 1.365 19.2
.600JO DO.21 21.10 -1.55 -1.3::> 60.9 65.7 16.2 2617. -.0356
.bCOGO 206.85 19.64 -1.40 -1.37 ~2.4 5d.4 16.2 3617. -.0370
.60000 254.42 18.31 -1.27 -1.38 42.:; 52.6 16.2 4617. -.0328
.00000 26.c.37 18.07 -1.25 -1.35 40.9 51.6 16.2 4807. -.0323
.00000 264.57 18.00 -1.24 -1.36 40.4 51.3 16.2 4861. -.0325
.dOOuO 0.00 18.00 -1.30 0.00 .d2 -1.40 155.8 43.Re 29.3 51.3 16.2 O. -.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 55.1
.80000 .29 17.99 -1.25 0.00 .82 - .... 40 155.8 43. do 29.3 51.3 16.2 10. -.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 55.1
.80000 12.50 17.37 -1.20 0.00 .68 -1.40 147.9 32.69 1901 48.8 16.2 510. -.041 0.000 0.000 0.000 66.9
flINO SPEED TOO LARGE AT 16.9 K'"I.
It. I;~ 0 SPEED TOO LARGE AT 16.9 KM.
WIND SPEED TOO L ARGI: H 16.9 K'I.
111'10 SPEED TOO LAR GE AT 16.9 KM.
\..IND ::; PEE u TOll LARG E AT 16.9 KM.
II IN D SPEED TOO LARGE AT 16.9 KM.
wI"lu .:, f' EE[) TOU LAKG r= AT 16.8 KM.
III NO SPEED Toe LARGE AT 16.8 KM.
wUD S 1'£ ED TOO LARGi AT 16.8 KM.
wI .... O S" EED TOO L fiR GE AT 16.9 KM.
.'; 1:'-4 D ':'?EED TOO LAI.(G:: AT 18.0 KM.
,;/\ xc ~: H EII,"-S 1=/W-T Xl TT
Kt'. ~i1 Hw r<J IN KJ IN KM HP.
0.000 84.32 23.'t1 .31>7 1.452 9.803 313.19 1.37
.2CCi H.34 23.3S .377 1.377 9.730 309.09 1.37
.itCJ H4.39 23.27 .35'1 1.154 9.'503 297.87 1.37
.'''; j d ~. r; 22.7 ? .44 1.1"7 Q.?D3 264.,7 1.35
.~ ) -! - 1 -1 17.35 1.35
1.0 0 -1 -1 -1 0·.00 1.35
APPENDIXB
GLIDE-TIME PARAMETER
. An expression for the time required to glide between two altitudes is given
as equation 29 of reference 8. The development of that equation assumes that
the aerodynamic characteristics (Ci and C ) remain constant and that accelera-
. tion effects (eq. (4)) are negligible. TRat endurance equation for gliding
flight is written as:
: dh (BI)
tg /S (cos)-3/2 hl
where hI and h2 are the final and initial altitudes, respectively.
Equation (BI) can be simplified in two ways. First, since y is a small
angle, the cosine term can be approximated as 1.0. Second, if the range of
altitudes lies between about 16 and 26 kilomters, equation (II) can be used to
approximate density variation by choosing a = 0.105 and b = 0.0013
throughout that altitude range.
Substitui_ing equation (II) into equation (BI) yields an integrable
expression:
L'I _CL_° e (a2/8b)lh2 e-(b/2)(h + (a/2b)) 2 dh (B2)
tg = _V_w-Ts jhz
(a2/8b) _/__r z2 -z2= L- 1---e e dz
D Ve V bJz I
(a2/8b) v__ L I e _ (erf (z2) - erf (Zl)) (B3)D Ve
where z : b_ (h + (a/2b))
, Equation (B3) may be rearranged to produce an expression independent of vehicle
aerodynamic characteristics. After substituting the values of a and b, the
equation becomes:
D = 27.873 (erf (z2) - erf (Zl)) (B4)tgVe
33
where z = 1.0296+ 0.025495h
X_ in meters per second,and tq inwhere h is expressedin kilometers,thours. As in equation (B1), hI is final altitudeb auseof the-negative
rate of climb.
Glidetimecan be determinedfor a specificvehiclewhereL/D and Ve are
given. Forthe classof vehiclesconsideredin this study,the valuesof
L/(DVe) lie approximatelybetween10 and 0.1. The largestvalueyieldsthe
longestglidetimeand is producedby lowW/S and highL/D.
34
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TABLEI.- DESCRIPTIONOFBASELINECONFIGURATIONF
. HIGH-ALTITUDEAIRPLANEPLATFORM
Airplane aerodynamics:
Aspect ratio, A ....................................... 30
Lift coefficient,CL ..................................... 0.9
Lift-to-dragratio
Altitude function,L/D ............................36.6 + 0.418 h
Folded propellerdecrement, L/D .................... 1.5
Oswald efficiencyfactor,e .............................. 0.96
Wing loading,W/S ........................................144 N/m2
Propellers(s):
Activityfactor ........................................ 80.
Design lift coefficient .................................. 0.3
Ratio of wing area to propeller-diskarea, S/Ap .......... 2.653
Tip speed, Vtip .......................................... 172. m/s
Motors(s):
Maximumspecificpower (available),(P/W)max ............. 8.62 W/N
Minimum specificpower (required),(P/W)min .............. 2.16 W/N
Power transmission:
Power intensityat referencerange,P/S .................. 1.10 kW/m2
Referencerange, R ..................................... 50 km
Range-powerattenuationfactor ........................... R/r
Transmissioninitiationpoint
Altitude,hs.............. 18 km
Horizontalrange, Xs..iii:iiiii:._iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..i 40 kmTransmission-te minationsl .. 5
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TABLEII.- INPUTPARAMETERSFORPERFORMANCEPROGRAMOFAPPENDIXA
Array number Program name Description
I WOS W/S -
2 CL CL
3 BLOD L/D component independent of altitude
of altitude
4 HLOD coefficient of altitude-dependent
term in L/D equation, km-Z
5 TS Vti p
6 SOAP S/Ap
7 POS P/S
8 RR R '
9 POWL maximumP/W used by propulsion system
I0 WK kw
II AMU
12 XS xs
13 HS hs
14 POWR ratio of minimum P/W to maximumP/W
for propulsion system
15 TDOT Td/T
16 HI hi
17 RKR kr
NI code for flight mode calculation
(I- single, 2- climb, 3- climb plus
glide, or, 4- glide only)
N2 element in input array to be varied
N3 number of calculation points per
listed line
N4 transmitter polarization code
(I- linear; 2- circular)
SF final value of variation set
SI initial value of variation set
SS step size of variation set
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TABLE III.- OUTPUTPARAMETERSFORPERFORMANCEPROGRAMOF APPENDIXA
Output listingname* Parameter
• X x
H h
R/C h
P/W-P P/W availablefor propulsion
P/W-S P/W availablefor storage
GAMMA Y
THETA 6
R r
VG Vg
VT V
VE Ve _cos ¥
T t
AK ka
ETA n
CP Cp
J j
PSl
XC Xc
HC hc
TC tc
E/W-S Es/W
E/W-T Et/W
" XT xt
TT tt
* given in listingsequence
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°J I
W
(a) Forces in longitudinal plane.
hc "_'_ Unpowered glide
/
/ _
/ -Poweredclimb _ _ /
I _ /
hs _ _ _ hs
O / Microwave station II I I _ x
xs Xc xt
(b) Flight path profile
Figure I. - Conventions used to define senses of displacements, forces,
angles and velocities.
4O
Ground track for perfect
alignment of transmitting
antenna with rectenna
• _
!
V cosy
Vg
!
I
(c) Velocities in lateral plane,
9
Figure 1. - Concluded
41
(a) configuration of reference 9
(b) alternate configuration
Figure 2. - Conceptual HAAPdesigns.
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99% profile (reference 5)
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Figure 3. - Wind profile data.
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Figure 4. - Flight profiles.
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Figure 5. - History of flight parameters for representative variations
in baseline configurations.
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(b) Power and range parameters.
Figure 5. - Continued.
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(c) Propeller parameters.
Figure 5. - Concluded.
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Figure 6. - Variation of equivalent airspeed with wing loading and lift
coefficient.
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Figure 7. - Comparison of limiting wind profile and vehicle airspeed.
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Figu:-e 7. - Concluded.
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Figure 8. - Effect of wing loading and lift-to-drag ratio on the
performance of the baseline configuration.
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Figure 9. - Effect of airplane lift and drag coefficients on
performance.
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Figure I0. - Comparison of two models of air density variation with
altitude.
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Figure Ii. - Ratio of approximate density (Appendix B) to density fromreference 4.
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Figure 12. - Variation of glide-time parameter with initial altitude and
altitude decrement.
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Figure 13. - Variation of time to glide from 25 to 18 km with wing
loading and lift-to-drag ratio; CL = 0.9.
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Figure 14. - Variation of glide time with altitude and wing loading;
glide termination at 18 km; L/D = 40; CL = 0.9.
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Figure 15. - Relative variation in microwave-beam intensity
with range.
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Figure 16. - Variation of baseline configuration performance with microwave-
beam intensity factor kr of equation 15.
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Figure 17. - Climb performance for three values of kr; baseline
configuration; xs = 40 km.
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Figure 18. - Effect of beam intensity and motor size on climb performance.
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Figure 19. - Effect of variation in reference range and motor size.
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Figure 20. - Effect of initiating climb at different altitudes and
horizontal ranges.
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Figure 21. - Effect of variation in initial altitude on climb performance}
xc = 40 km.
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Figure 22. - Effect of propulsion degredation factor on climb performance.
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Figure 23. - Effect of motor size and wing loading on climb performance.
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Figure 24. - Effect of propeller tip speed and wing loading on climb
performance.
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Figure 25. - Effect of propeller size and wing loading on climb performance.
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Figure 26. - Concluded.
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Figure 28. - Effect of wind direction and profile amplitude on the
performance of the baseline configuration.
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Figure 28. - Concluded.
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